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: From the Editors

FROM THE EDITORS
Think of central and southwest Florida and what comes to mind? Recreation, oranges, and
inviting bodies of water are only several of the delights this area conjures up. In the pages that
follow you will find features on these familiar trademarks of the Tampa Bay region. Readers will
journey back to the time just before the turn of the century when a series of hard freezes
stimulated the development of the citrus industry in Pinellas County. Turning from this
exploration of economic change, you will discover the historical and geographical
transformations that have shaped Egmont Key - the gateway to Tampa Bay. Also you will hop
aboard one of the last steamships to navigate Tampa Bay; and join a rugged camping trip in
remote Fort Ogden (DeSoto County). In addition, a photographic essay vividly carries you to
fifteen county courthouses and recounts some of the nearly forgotten stories of yesteryear. To
bring the past even closer, the genealogy section offers some helpful tips on how to find your
family roots. And in an oral interview, Tony Pizzo recaptures his origins through colorful
memories of Ybor City.
This wide assortment of fascinating articles helps explain why Tampa Bay History continues to
enjoy critical success from residents of the communties it serves. Enthusiastic support for the
journal was recently conveyed to us at a lively meeting of our Advisory Board. Together with the
editorial staff and USF administrators, board members discussed ways to disseminate information about TBH to a wider audience than it presently enjoys. Unfortunately, due to a serious
injury suffered in an accident, Robert Harris, Curator of the Pinellas County Historical Museum,
could not attend the meeting. He is presently recuperating, and we send him best wishes during
his recovery.
This issue marks the completion of our first year, and the staff of Tampa Bay History looks
forward to bringing you as appealing a selection of articles in the future as in the present and
past. In doing so, we hope to retain the loyal supporters who joined us in the beginning and
attract new friends to share in our historical enterprise.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Any correspondence pertaining to the articles, reviews and other material contained in the
journal may be sent to the Managing Editor.
Editor:
I am interested in having some information published in your forthcoming journal Tampa Bay
History on J. A. Wood, architect of the Tampa Bay Hotel and other buildings in your area.
J. A. Wood was a very important architect whose career began in 1863 in Poughkeepsie, New
York, where he worked with Matthew Vassar on some of the buildings at Vassar College. His
most noted surviving achievement is the Tampa Bay Hotel. His work in Tampa during the early
1890’s is the last that I and four other persons researching him can identify. That is why we feel
that someone in the area might know something biographical or at least be genealogically
inclined enough to tell me and the others whom we might contact for assistance. We have no
biographical data on him and, thus, have no idea whether he suddenly left Tampa in the 1890’s
and went to California or whether he just fell dead in a swamp.
Please send any information to:
Kenneth H. Thomas, Jr.
Historical Preservation Section
Dept. of Natural Resources
270 Washington St., S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
(404) 656-2754
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